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The TITAN X is Nvidia’s fourth GeForce (http://rd.bizrate.com/rd?
t=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2Fdp%2FB06XP77KJB%2Fref%3Dasc_df_B06XP77KJB4936805%3Fsmid%3DATVPDKIKX0DER%26tag%3Dshopzilla0d20%26ascsubtag%3Dshopzilla_rev_248-

20%3BSZ_REDIRECT_ID%26linkCode%3Ddf0%26creative%3D395093%26creativeASIN%3DB06XP77KJB&mid=184056&cat_id=11510905&atom=10389&prod_id=&oid=726987
based on 16nm Pascal architecture. It is much faster than the GTX 1080 (http://www.babeltechreviews.com/gtx-1080-wins-performance-crown-26-gamereview/view-all/) – until today, the world’s fastest GPU – that we reviewed at the beginning of May. It is also considerably more expensive compared with the GTX
1080 which launched at $699 for the reference Founders Edition. The GTX TITAN X is premium-priced starting at $1200 for the only edition available directly from
Nvidia (http://www.geforce.com/hardware/10series/titan-x-pascal) that we are testing today, and they were just made available for purchase this morning. The TITAN
X will compete in gaming only with multi-GPU solutions, and it is a hybrid card that is also useful for Single Precision (SP) and Deep Learning compute programs
besides for top gaming systems.

(https://i1.wp.com/www.babeltechreviews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/DSCN1591.jpg)
This evaluation will serve as the introduction to our 5-part mini-series on the TITAN X. In this Part 1, we are only going to cover a few benchmarks at 4K
(http://www.bestbuy.com/site/vizio-m-series-55-class-55-diag--led-2160p-smart-4k-ultra-hd-tv-metallic-gray/2833053.p?id=1219561396855&skuId=2833053) and at
1440P against the GTX 1080 (https://www.amazon.com/GeForce-Graphics-STRIX-GTX1080-A8G-GAMING-Virtual-Reality-Pc/dp/B06XP7FSY9). We just received our
TITAN X for testing this afternoon from Nvidia together with a 2K 34″ ACER Predator G-SYNC display.
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(https://i2.wp.com/www.babeltechreviews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/DSCN1574.jpg) For the rest of our TITAN X series, we will bench our top cards at
3440×2160, at 3440×1440, and at 2560×1440. Running the TITAN X at 1920×1080 is beyond overkill and will be bottlenecked by our Core i7-6700 at 4.4GHz.

(https://i1.wp.com/www.babeltechreviews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/DSCN1604.jpg)
Part 2 of our TITAN X mini-series will be posted this weekend and it will use our entire 25 game benchmark suite to compare with the GTX 1080
(https://www.amazon.com/GeForce-Graphics-STRIX-GTX1080-A8G-GAMING-Virtual-Reality-Pc/dp/B06XP7FSY9). Shortly after, Part 3 will compare this new Pascal
TITAN X with our Maxwell TITAN X and with the GTX 980 Ti to see how much progress has been made, and Part 4 will be devoted to overclocking the TITAN X.
Finally, our last segment will be devoted to Compute and to Deep Learning TITAN X benchmarks.
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(https://i1.wp.com/www.babeltechreviews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/DSCN1608.jpg)
Instead of repeating all of the same information in our GTX 1080 (http://www.babeltechreviews.com/gtx-1080-wins-performance-crown-26-game-review/viewall/) launch review, we are going to highlight the differences between it and the TITAN X. The TITAN X is not based on the GTX 1080’s GP104 GPU, but it has far
more in common with the brand new Quadro P6000 (http://www.babeltechreviews.com/pascal-titan-x-vs-quadro-p6000/) which was launched at SIGGRAPH last
week. The speciﬁcations of the Titan X and the Quadro P6000 are similar and they are both based on GP102. The Quadro is the full chip, 3840 CUDA cores – all
30 of 30 SMs are enabled whereas the Titan X has 28 of 30 SMs as it is conﬁgured differently for a total of 3584 CUDA cores. The Titan X comes equipped with
12GB of GDDR5X (http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01GLYD7MG) whereas the Quadro P6000 has 24GB of EEC GDDR5X (http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01GLYD7MG).

However the TITAN X is still a gaming card, and it supports all of the same new features that Nvidia’s Pascal architecture brings. Pascal delivers high clock speeds
while using relatively little power – the GeForce TITAN X runs over 1.5 GHz. Pascal’s 16nm manufacturing process allows the TITAN X to perform faster than
Maxwell generation GPUs giving it a huge performance lead over the older TITAN X.

(https://i1.wp.com/www.babeltechreviews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Pascal-TX-v-Maxwell-TX-1.jpg)
Our testing platform is Windows (http://www.bestbuy.com/site/toshiba-satellite-radius-15-6-touch-screen-laptop-intel-core-i7-8gb-memory-1tb-hard-drive-brushedmetal/4203302.p?id=1219706548818&skuId=4203302) 10 Home 64-bit, using an Intel (http://www.newegg.com/Product/ProductList.aspx?
Submit=ENE&Description=intel) Core i7-6700K at 4.00GHz which turbos to 4.4GHz for all cores as set in the ASRock Z7170 motherboard’s BIOS, and 16GB of
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G.SKILL DDR4 at 3000MHz. The settings and hardware are identical except for the drivers being tested.

(https://i1.wp.com/www.babeltechreviews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/DSCN1615.jpg)
Today we are featuring just 5 of our 2016 games, and we are also including Ashes of the Singularity, Hitman, and Rise of the Tomb Raider using DX12
(http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01M9FD3PC). We have also added Total War Warhammer’s newly released DX12 (http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01M9FD3PC) built-in
beta benchmark to our regular benching suite plus Futuremark’s just released DX12 (http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01M9FD3PC) benchmark, Time Spy.

Speciﬁcations and Features of the TITAN X
Before we give you the results of our performance testing, we want to brieﬂy cover Pascal architecture, as well as detail the speciﬁcations and features of the new
TITAN X. Since we benchmark 25 games, we have a much larger benchmark suite than any other English-speaking tech site in the world, so we are going to
concentrate on performance and we will only brieﬂy summarize the new features of the TITAN X.

Features of the Pascal TITAN X
(https://i2.wp.com/www.babeltechreviews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/DSCN1339.jpg)Pascal offers large
increases in performance, memory bandwidth, and power eﬃciency over the current Maxwell architecture.
It introduces new graphics features and technologies that conﬁrm the PC (http://www.bestbuy.com/site/computerspcs/desktop-computers/abcat0501000.c?id=abcat0501000) as the ultimate platform for playing AAA games and for
enjoying virtual reality. All of the features found in the GTX 1080 (https://www.amazon.com/GeForce-GraphicsSTRIX-GTX1080-A8G-GAMING-Virtual-Reality-Pc/dp/B06XP7FSY9) are also present in the TITAN X and we would
highly recommend looking back at our GTX 1080 launch article (http://www.babeltechreviews.com/gtx-1080-winsperformance-crown-26-game-review/view-all/). In addition, TITAN X is well suited for compute and deep learning
Single Precision programs. However, this is a very brief summary:
Nvidia sums up Pascal’s features as being “the Perfect 10”, this being the GeForce (http://rd.bizrate.com/rd?
t=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2Fdp%2FB06XP77KJB%2Fref%3Dasc_df_B06XP77KJB4936805%3Fsmid%3DATVPDKIKX0DER%26tag%3Dshopzilla0d20%26ascsubtag%3Dshopzilla_rev_248-

20%3BSZ_REDIRECT_ID%26linkCode%3Ddf0%26creative%3D395093%26creativeASIN%3DB06XP77KJB&mid=184056&cat_id=11510905&atom=10389&prod_id=&oid=726987
ten series beginning with the release of the GTX 1080 (https://www.amazon.com/GeForce-Graphics-STRIX-GTX1080-A8G-GAMING-Virtual-RealityPc/dp/B06XP7FSY9), and now, culminating in the TITAN X
Nvidia has engineered the Pascal architecture to handle the demanding computing and gaming needs of technologies like VR. It incorporates
several new technologies:

Next-Gen GPU Architecture. Pascal is optimized for performance per watt. The TITAN X as well as the GTX 1080/1070/1060 are about 3x more power
eﬃcient than the Maxwell Architecture.

16nm FinFET Process. The TITAN X, the GTX 1080, the GTX 1070 (http://rd.bizrate.com/rd?
t=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2Fdp%2FB06XP7DP4Q%2Fref%3Dasc_df_B06XP7DP4Q4936805%3Fsmid%3DATVPDKIKX0DER%26tag%3Dshopzilla0d20%26ascsubtag%3Dshopzilla_rev_248-

20%3BSZ_REDIRECT_ID%26linkCode%3Ddf0%26creative%3D395093%26creativeASIN%3DB06XP7DP4Q&mid=184056&cat_id=11510905&atom=10389&prod_id=&oid=
and the GTX 1060 are designed for the 16nm FinFET process, which uses smaller, faster transistors that are packed together more densely to deliver a
signiﬁcant increase in performance and eﬃciency.

Advanced Memory. The TITAN X uses 12GB of the fastest available GDDR5X memory at 10000MHz while the GTX 1080 uses 8BG of GDDR5X
(http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01GLYD7MG) memory at the same speeds. This is a big jump over the 8000MHz memory used in the Maxwell TITAN X.

Superb Craftsmanship. Increases in bandwidth and power eﬃciency allow the TITAN X to run at really high clock speeds. New to Pascal is asynchronous
compute. And new GPU Boost 3 technology supports advanced overclocking functions.

Groundbreaking Gaming Technology. New VRWorks software features let game developers bring more immersion to gaming environments. And
Nvidia’s Ansel technology lets gamers share their gaming experiences and explore gaming worlds in new ways.
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All Pascal GPUs feature an all-new SMP Engine which is located within the PolyMorph Engine. With this feature, the GPU can simultaneously map a
single primitive on up to sixteen different projections from the same viewpoint. It allows Pascal GPUs to accurately match the curved projection required for
VR displays, the multiple projection angles required for surround display setups, and other emerging display use cases. In extreme cases, the SMP Engine
can reduce the amount of required geometry work by up to 32x!

The next generation of games will not only look better but run faster on the TITAN X, the GeForce GTX 1080 (https://www.amazon.com/GeForce-Graphics-STRIXGTX1080-A8G-GAMING-Virtual-Reality-Pc/dp/B06XP7FSY9), the GTX 1070 and the GTX 1060 (http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01IPVSN1S). Nvidia has developed a
number of advancements for virtual reality – reducing latency, improving image quality, and bringing a whole range of new content to Virtual Reality.

The Pascal GPUs
GP104
First, take a look at the GTX 1080 block diagram which proved to be the world’s fastest GPU – until today.

(https://i0.wp.com/www.babeltechreviews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Pascal-GPU.jpg)
The GTX 1080 GPU has all 4 Graphics Processing clusters enabled with 64 Raster Operating Units, 20 SMs of 128 Cores each totaling 2560 CUDA cores, 20
Geometry units and 160 Texture units. It uses Micron’s 256-bit GDDR5X (http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01GLYD7MG) at 10 Gbps which makes it signiﬁcantly faster
than GDDR5 and its 1.61GHz GPU clock has a boost of 1.73GHz or higher. We also easily managed better than a 1.9 GHz boost clock with complete stability and an
offset of +400MHz to its GDDR5X memory (5400MHz).

GP102
Here is the GP102 block diagram.
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(https://i0.wp.com/www.babeltechreviews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/GP102_Block_Diagram_FINAL.jpg)
Here is the GP100 used in the Tesla GPU which is very similarly arranged to the GP102 GPU which is used for the TITAN X and also for the new Quadro P6000.
GP102 is created without GP100’s Double Precision and Half Precision that scientiﬁc applications demand.

The number of SM’s are 28 on TITAN X. The full chip GP102 has 30 SMs. GP100 has 60 SMs, but note (http://www.bestbuy.com/site/samsung-galaxy-note-4-4g-ltecell-phone-charcoal-verizon-wireless/9210023.p?id=1219398184239&skuId=9210023) that the SM inside GP100 is conﬁgured differently, as it only has 64 Cores per
SM whereas GP102 has 128 Cores per SM.
Here is the GP100 SM which has 64 cores per SM.

As beﬁts a new architecture, Pascal uses a more advanced and eﬃcient memory compression system. More effective memory compression means a signiﬁcant
savings in bandwidth which make for more eﬃciency and for faster video cards than Maxwell.
The TITAN X features 3584 CUDA cores, 12GB of GDDR5X (http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01GLYD7MG) memory running at 10Gbps, a base clock of 1.4GHz and a
boost clock of 1.5GHz. The typical Boost Clock speed is 1531MHz. The Boost Clock speed is based on the average TITAN X card running a wide variety of games.
Unlike AMD’s ﬂagship, the reference Fury X, which is a poor overclocker, Nvidia says the TITAN X can be easily overclocked. We will test this out in an upcoming
evaluation in this mini-series.
Like the other Pascal cards, the TITAN X includes support for NVIDIA Simultaneous Multi-Projection technology, which allows the TITAN X to seamlessly project a
single image simultaneously to both eyes, yielding a 3x VR graphics performance improvement over Maxwell GPUs. This allows TITAN X users to play VR games
(https://www.udemy.com/vrcourse/) with higher levels of detail than similarly performing Maxwell GPUs. Simultaneous Multi-Projection is being integrated into Unreal
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Engine and Unity, and there are more than 30 games are already in development, including Unreal Tournament, Poolnation VR, Everest VR, Obduction, Adr1ft and

Raw Data.

Speciﬁcations
Here are the speciﬁcations for the TITAN X:

TITAN X features Peak Single Precision performance – 11 TFLOPs FP32 (32-bit ﬂoating point) and also has a new instruction set for deep learning inference, 44
TOPS INT8. It features 12GB of non-ECC GDDR5X memory for scientiﬁc applications and also for extreme resolutions in gaming.
Here are the full speciﬁcations

(https://i2.wp.com/www.babeltechreviews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Specs-1.jpg)
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(https://i0.wp.com/www.babeltechreviews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Specs-2.jpg)

(https://i1.wp.com/www.babeltechreviews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Specs-3.jpg)

How does the TITAN X compare with the GTX 1080, the Maxwell TITAN X, and with their rival, AMD’s
ﬂagship Fury X?
We are going to look at the performance of just 5 games to compare the GTX 1080 with the TITAN X. Our follow-up evaluation will use our complete benchmark
suite. And of course, we want to see how much the TITAN X has progressed over the Maxwell TITAN X and also by comparing it with GTX 980 Ti.
AMD’s ﬂagship, the Fury X, is slower than the GTX 1080 and in our benchmark suite failed to win a single benchmark. The TITAN X will be in a class even higher
than the GTX 1080 which easily beat AMD’s fastest card. AMD is pinning their hopes on next year’s big chip, Vega.
However, before we do performance testing, let’s take a closer look at the Pascal Titan X.
Share this:
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